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Abstract

In this article the significance of a new parametric spectral ratio method that can be used to detect whispered speech
segments within normally phonated speech is described. Adaptation methods based on the maximum likelihood
linear regression (MLLR) are then used to realize a mismatched train-test style speech recognition system. This
proposed parametric spectral ratio method computes a ratio spectrum of the linear prediction (LP) and the minimum
variance distortion-less response (MVDR) methods. The smoothed ratio spectrum is then used to detect whispered
segments of speech within neutral speech segments effectively. The proposed LP-MVDR ratio method exhibits
robustness at different SNRs as indicated by the whisper diarization experiments conducted on the CHAINS and the
cell phone whispered speech corpus. The proposed method also performs reasonably better than the conventional
methods for whisper detection. In order to integrate the proposed whisper detection method into a conventional
speech recognition engine with minimal changes, adaptation methods based on the MLLR are used herein. The
hidden Markov models corresponding to neutral mode speech are adapted to the whispered mode speech data in
the whispered regions as detected by the proposed ratio method. The performance of this method is first evaluated
on whispered speech data from the CHAINS corpus. The second set of experiments are conducted on the cell phone
corpus of whispered speech. This corpus is collected using a set up that is used commercially for handling public
transactions. The proposed whisper speech recognition system exhibits reasonably better performance when
compared to several conventional methods. The results shown indicate the possibility of a whispered speech
recognition system for cell phone based transactions.

Keywords: Parametric spectrum estimation, Linear prediction, Minimum variance distortion less response, Bayesian
information criterion, HMM, MLLR, Whisper detection, Automatic speech recognition (ASR)

Introduction
Speech has been the most primitive modes of commu-
nication between all higher forms of life. However it is
interesting to note that even while the basic organs that
regulate our speech are the same, speech varies with the
speaker. This variation transcends grammar and vocabu-
lary. This difference is accounted for by prosody which is
defined as a science of pitch, loudness, tempo, rhythm and
intonation of speech. It is on account of these differing
prosodic features that robust automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) systems are still a challenge. By and large mod-
els based on a large collection of regional databases have
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indeed proven very effective to counter the regional vari-
ations. This has led to attempts to even match prosodic
features to subject’s mother tongue as in [1]. However the
vulnerability of prosodic features to emotional changes
is still a challenge. The same speaker can have different
prosodic features under different emotional states that can
lead to different modes of speech. The ineffectiveness of
the usual speech engines over changes in speech modes is
evident from the study in [2]. Whisper is one such natural
mode of speech. It is a regular response to situations that
require secrecy. It can selectively exclude potential listen-
ers of the message. Patients with a collapsed larynx or
who have undergone laryngectomy due to cancer of larynx
may have to resort to a form of speech that is very close
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to whispered speech. This form is known as esophageal
speech.
The classification of speech can be done into five cate-

gories depending upon the modes of speech production
i.e. difference in vocal efforts [3]. They are whispered
speech, soft speech, neutral speech, loud speech and
shouted speech. Whispered speech is produced in the
absence of vocal cord vibrations, however larynx move-
ments are the same as in neutral speech. This mode of
speech generated has high noise-like characteristics. Soft
speech is produced when the listener and the speaker
are very close by and there is an element of secrecy
or quietness to be maintained, for example talking to a
friend in the library. Both the vocal cord and the lar-
ynx vibrate in this mode. Neutral speech is the regular
baseline mode of speech spoken at leisure with peo-
ple. Loud speech is the mode of speech employed when
addressing a large gathering or when in a noisy envi-
ronment. The increased effort is often accompanied by
increased length of speech segments to increase intelligi-
bility. Shouted speech is produced in a state of extreme
anger or when addressing a person over a large distance.
It is usually accompanied by extreme articulation by the
glottis, however extreme articulation usually leads to less
intelligibility. Of all these modes, modeling whispered
speech is most challenging because of its high noise-like
content. It also suffers from lack of a harmonic struc-
ture due to absence of vocal cord excitation [4]. Hence
Spkr-ID systems have been reported to perform worst in
case of whispered speech [2]. Therefore, detecting whis-
pered speech segments in a normally phonated speech
signal and recognizing the detected whispered speech seg-
ments separately can improve the performance of speech
recognition systems. Several methods have been devel-
oped in detecting whisper-islands embedded in a nor-
mally phonated speech signal [5,6]. In this work we used
linear prediction (LP) to minimum variance distortion-
less response (LP-MVDR) spectral ratio based features [7]
for whispered speech detection. Whisper-island detection
can be done using features extracted from linear pre-
dictive residual (LPR) and Bayesian information criteria
(BIC) [8]. Chi and Hanse [9] proposes a method which
detects whisper-islands in an audio clip via BIC/T2-BIC
using a 4-D feature set. In some works MVDR is used
for speech recognition [10] and spectral coding of speech
[11]. Yapanel and Dharanipragada [12] used perceptual
MVDR (PMVDR) based features in speech recognition.

Acoustic aspects of neutral and whispered speech
It is important to understand both articulatory and acous-
tic aspects of neutral speech and whispered speech to
differentiate one from the other. However since this arti-
cle relates only to the acoustic aspects, a brief discussion
of the acoustic aspects that differentiates neutral from

whispered speech follows herein. Neutral speech is pri-
marily characterized by its formants. The formant struc-
ture can be changed by changing the vocal tract length
which is done by moving the lips, tongue, teeth or by
closing or opening the nasal cavity. On the other hand
whispered speech does not have the vibrating vocal cords.
Hence there are very few or no glottal pulses. However
oral features do the articulation and produce the required
characteristic sound [13]. This sound does not have a def-
inite formant structure. The formants that are present
are shifted to higher frequencies as compared to their
neutral speech counterparts [14]. Because of turbulence
created at the vocal folds, there is a shift in spectral powers
to the higher frequencies in whispered speech. Figure 1,
illustrates a spectrogram of a neutral speech and a whis-
pered speech utterance. The shift in spectral powers to
the higher frequencies can be noted in the spectrogram of
whispered speech when compared to neutral speech.

Brief review of techniques for detection of
whispered speech
From Section “Acoustic aspects of neutral and whispered
speech”, we realized that whispered speech is significantly
different from the neutral speech onmany grounds.Whis-
pered speech is produced without vocal cords motion
that leads to lack of a formant structure (though not the
absence of it). The formant structure whatever is present
is also found to have shifted to higher frequencies. The air
is throttled at the glottis leading to turbulence and the cor-
responding shift [5]. All this in the spectral power terms
reflect a shift of concentration of power to higher fre-
quency bands. Based on these characteristics, few detec-
tion techniques have been proposed. These techniques
were explored for their performance onwhispered speech.
They are briefly described in this section.

Spectral energy ratio
Energy ratio is a fast and easy to implement method that
can detect large segments of whisper [15]. The method
uses the shift of spectral energies to higher frequencies
to detect whisper. Quite simply, spectral energy ratio is
defined as ratio of frequencies of higher band to lower
band. Hence

Erat = EHB
ELB

(1)

The two bands’ definition is subjective. Usually lower band
is taken to be from 0–1 kHz and higher band corresponds
to 2.5 kHz-end frequency. The method is crude and only
conceptual. The detection rate is very low with only large
segments being detected. Also this method is expected
to perform badly in noisy conditions as noise will have a
direct effect on the spectral powers (Figure 2).
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Figure 1 Time domain waveforms (left) and Spectra (right) for the same speaker speaking ‘She had her dark suit in greasy wash water all
year’ in neutral (top) and whispered (bottom) speech indicating shift of spectral energies from lower bands to higher bands
spectrograms. Also addition of noise-like content and lack of harmonics can be observed for whispered speech.

Figure 2 Plot of spectral energy ratio feature (bottom) with the corresponding speech signal (top).Whispered speech has higher spectral
energy ratio on account of shift of spectral power to higher frequencies.
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Spectral flatness
Spectral flatness is a sense of the ‘flatness’ of the speech
spectrum. If we wanted to explore the presence of white
noise in the given signal; then a spectral flatness mea-
sure (SFM) must be devised. The measure at the same
time should take into account the particular structure
of speech. This means that penalties are to be assigned
accordingly [16,17] (Figure 3).
Let sn be a finite real time speech signal. Thus the energy

of the signal with the application of parseval’s theorem
gives

E =
n∑

k=1
s2k =

∫ π

−π

|S(ejθ )|2 dθ

2π
(2)

The SFM that we need must have the following normal-
ized boundary conditions namely one value for a perfectly
flat spectrum and another for a spectrum with peaks and
troughs. Let us consider an integrand

M(θ) = log
( |S(ejθ )|2

E

)
(3)

We can observe that M(θ ) will give a value of zero for
a perfectly flat spectrum and non zero finite values oth-
erwise. Hence M(θ ) is a candidate for measuring spec-
tral flatness. However having a simple criteria like mean
square criteria will weigh positive and negative deviations
from the mean value as the same. This is not acceptable
in the context of speech processing as positive deviations

are indicative of harmonic content. Hence these should be
weighed higher making the spectrum look to be less flat.
Thus we consider eM(θ) − 1 − M(θ). It can be seen that it
has the required property for speech signals. Consider the
integration over some interval

γ =
∫ π

−π

|eM(θ) − 1 − M(θ)| dθ

2π
(4)

This integral basically comes down to

γ = −
∫ π

−π

|M(θ)| dθ

2π
(5)

Thus the mathematically complex looking integrand upon
integration gains a very simple form. Hence e[−γ ] from
previous equation will be one for a perfectly flat spectrum
and lie between 0 and 1 otherwise. Hence this measure
has also been used to detect unvoiced segments of speech
[18]. Also it can be written as

γ = exp
∫ π

−π
log(|S(ejθ )|2)dθ∫ π

−π
|S(ejθ )|2dθ

(6)

The above equation in discrete time can be interpreted
as geometric mean to arithmetic mean of the spectral
powers. Thus we have our SFM as

SFM =
(∏NFFT−1

k=0 |S(ejωk )|2
)

1
NFFT

∑NFFT−1
k=0 |S(ejωk )|2 (7)

Figure 3 Plot of SFM (bottom) with the corresponding speech segment (top).Whispered speech shows higher SFM than neutral speech. Also
the short pauses exhibit a very high SFM.
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LP-MVDR spectral ratio method for detection of
whispered speech
Linear prediction [19], is the most widely used and
accepted method, for whisper detection [15] and also
whisper island detection [5]. Other methods like vocal
effort change point detection have also been used for
improved whisper detection within normally phonated
audio streams in this context [20]. These methods in
general parameterize an AR spectra using a least square
errors method. However the LP model works well only for
speech formants as in voiced speech and more specifically
at low frequencies. The most undesirable effect of these
techniques is that the LP model tends to overestimate the
power at formant frequencies. Moreover increasing the
model order increases the overestimation rather than cor-
recting it. Hence this method is able to resolve harmonics
but is poor at estimating the power at the formant fre-
quencies in the spectrum. Hence it leads to poor charac-
terization of the vocal tract transfer function. The MVDR
spectra [21], on the other hand, is capable of modeling
the power of the spectra efficiently at all harmonic fre-
quencies due to the nature of the estimation method. The
MVDR spectra also responds to increase in model order
and improves the model at higher harmonic frequen-
cies [22]. As whisper is characterized by formant shifts
and overall increased concentration of power in high fre-
quency bands, the models must essentially provide good
modeling results in those bands. Thus exploiting the use
of MVDR spectra is desirable in robust whisper detec-
tion.Moreover,MVDR coefficients can be computed from
LP coefficients themselves [23], making the process com-
putationally less expensive. In the following section, a
brief description of the significance of LP and the MVDR
methods in spectrum estimation of whispered speech is
discussed followed by the proposed parametric spectral
ratio method.

LP method for detection of whispered speech
In LP, we approximate speech as an auto-regressive pro-
cess. Hence a model ŝ(n) discrete time signal s(n) is given
by

ŝ(n) =
m∑
k=1

aks(n − k) (8)

where ‘m’ denotes the order of the AR model and ak ’s are
the model constants that are to be estimated. When pre-
dicting a signal using the AR model, the error from the
actual signal e(n) can hence be written as

e(n) = s(n) −
m∑
k=1

aks(n − k) (9)

To obtain the parameters ak , least square error technique
is used. The idea is tominimize the total error with respect
to each of the parameters. Hence

LSE =
∑
n

e(n)2 =
∑
n

(
s(n) −

m∑
k=1

aks(n − k)
)2

(10)

To find parameters ak ;
∂(LSE)

∂ak
= 0 ∀ k ε [ 1,m] (11)

using Equation (10) in Equation (11) and expanding, we
get

m∑
k=1

(
ak

∑
n

s(n − k)s(n − i)
)

=
∑
n

s(n)s(n−i) ∀ i ε [ 1,m]

(12)

Equation (12) is an equation set with ‘m’ variables and ‘m’
unknowns and hence can be solved to get the required
parameters. Interms of autocorrelation function Equation
(12) then can be written as

m∑
k=1

akR(i − k) = R(i) ∀ k ε [ 1,m] (13)

where R(i) denotes the autocorrelation over signal s(n)

R(i) =
∞∑

n=−∞
s(n)s(n − i) (14)

The autocorrelation matrix hence formed by R(i–k) is
a Toeplitz matrix. In matrix form Equation (13) can be
written as

Ra=r (15)

The solution to the Equation (13) is found using Levinson-
Durbin recursion algorithm. The method requires only
2m storage and the time complexity is of the order of
p2 + O(p).

Inadequacy of LPmethod for detection of whispered speech
To understand the inadequacy of LP in the context of
whispered speech; we need to analyze the spectrum in
spectral domain. The inadequacy can be traced back to the
least square errormethod that was employed to determine
the parameter ak ’s. The merit of least squares method
as described above in any error analysis is its ability to
amplify big errors and diminish small errors of parameter.
To begin with, in spectral domain Equation (9) becomes

E(z) = A(z)S(z) (16)

where

A(z) = 1 −
m∑
k=1

akz−k (17)
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The total error E using Equation (10) can be written as

E = 1
2π

∫ π

−π

|E(ejω)|2dω (18)

Also the real Power

P(ω) = |S(ejω)|2 (19)

Putting in terms of P(ω), the total error E can be written
as

E = 1
2π

∫ π

−π

P(ω)A(ejω)A(e−jω)dω (20)

Following the procedure of error minimization using least
squares method, we can arrive at

R(i) = 1
2π

∫ π

−π

P(ω) cos(iω)dω (21)

This is because P(ω) is real and even. Further, from
Equations (19) and (16)

P(ω) =
∣∣∣∣E(ejω)

A(ejω)

∣∣∣∣
2

(22)

It is well known that an infinite order ARmodel can always
model the signal arbitrarily closely. But limiting the order
of the AR model to ‘m’, leads to an approximation. Also
as the signal is finite, the error can only be minimized at
best with a finite order AR model as seen before. Let the
minimum possible error for this model be Emin. Hence the
equation becomes

Ŝ(z) = Emin
1 − ∑m

k=1 akz−k (23)

with non zero Emin and the transfer function being A(z).
The estimated power P̂(ω) of the speech signal Ŝ(z) can
now be calculated by taking the square of the modulus as

P̂(ω) = |E(ω)|2
|1 − ∑m

k=1 ake−jωk|2 (24)

The total error in prediction as in Equation (10) can hence
now be written as

E = 1
2π

∫ π
T

−π
T

|E(ω)|2 dω (25)

which gives net error in terms of the errors in spectral
domain. To convert this equation in terms of the predicted
and actual powers, using substitution from Equations (23)
and (16) we arrive at

E = E2minT
2π

∫ π
T

−π
T

P(ω)

P̂(ω)
dω (26)

Thus minimizing the total error E is equivalent to min-
imizing the ratio of the actual power to the estimated
power integrated over the entire interval. Hence the LP
problem can now be viewed in terms of the ratio of
power spectra and their minimization over the interval.

The coefficients that are to be subsequently calculated via
the least squares method will be found using the R(i)’s
whose relation with the power spectra has already been
established in Equation (21). In analogy, the expected cor-
relation coefficients can be found using predicted power
spectra using

R(i) = 1
2π

∫ π

−π

P̂(ω) cos(iω)dω (27)

This concludes that since the spectrum depends upon the
autocorrelation; the window over which it is computed
becomes immensely important. This is because the pro-
cess of generating the signal must be such that it can be
considered stationary for that duration of time over which
it is calculated.
Another important and more significant conclusion in

the light of whispered speech can be analyzed through the
error equations. The integral of the ratio of powers is to be
brought out to some fixed value. Thismeans that the ratios
will be less than one for some time and greater than one
for another to compensate the two. Moreover no regard
is paid to the fact that some parts of the spectra will have
low energy and others will have high energy and the min-
imization is applied uniformly. For that let us make two
cases with respect to the spectral ratio.

Case 1: estimated power (P̂(ω)) is over estimated by ε times
the actual power (Pω))

The ratio within the integral in this case turns out to be

(P(ω))

(P(ω))(1 + ε)
= 1

1 + ε
= 1 − ε

1 + ε
(28)

Case 2: estimated power (P̂(ω)) is under estimated by ε times
the actual power (P(ω))

The ratio within the integral in this case turns out to be

(P(ω))

(P(ω))(1 − ε)
= 1 + ε

1 − ε
(29)

Comparing the two above mentioned cases, the effect on
error is more when P(ω) > P̂(ω) than when the inequality
sign is reversed. Hence the error in Case2 is much larger
than in Case 1. However error minimization strategies
do not take these cases into account resulting in overes-
timation at certain frequencies. Since LP gives a relatively
smooth polynomial, the compounded ’less than one’ parts
of the spectra are liable to compensate at the harmonics.
This leads to overestimation at crucial harmonic frequen-
cies is liable to give poor modeling results. As in whisper
detection as well as recognition, the focus is mainly on
correct detection of ’how good’ the harmonics are, an
overestimation is an undesirable result. The inaccurate
modeling at high frequencies by LP also compounds the
problem for whisper detection [22].
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The MVDRmethod for detection of whispered speech
Minimum variance distortion less response spectrum
was introduced by Capon, and is also known as the
Capon spectrum, or the maximum likelihood method
(MLM) spectrum. The MVDR spectrum is a well-known
method in array processing applications, and appears to
be promising in other applications such as speech. MVDR
can be looked upon as a filter design topology in which the
aim is to design a filter bank that satisfies a certain con-
straint known as the ’distortion less’ constraint centered at
one of the analysis frequencies [23,24]. This means at the
frequency of interest(ωl); the gain of the transfer function
should be unity i.e.

H(eωl ) =
M∑
k=0

h(k)e−jkωl = 1 (30)

In addition to this, the output’s variance must be mini-
mized subjected to the above constraint. Hence the resul-
tant filter for a frequency ωl is obtained by solving the
optimization problem

min
h(n)

(
1
2π

∫ π

−π

|H(ejω)|2Suu(ejω)dω

)
subj. to H(ejωl ) = 1

(31)

where Suu(ejωl ) is the spectral power at the frequency
ωl. This ensures that MVDR will faithfully preserve the
input signal at the frequency ωl. This is a major differ-
ence between MVDR and LP because it can give faithful
response even at high frequencies. However the filter
designing problem in case of MVDR is just conceptual. It
can be shown thatMVDR spectrum for all frequencies can
be calculated as

Rmvdr
M (ejω) = 1

vH(ω)Rx
−1v(ω)

, (32)

whereRx is the (M)×(M) data autocorrelationmatrix and

v(ω) = [ 1, ejω, ej2ω, ej3ω, . . . . . . , ej(M−1)ω]T . (33)

This estimate has some interesting properties which we
briefly mention below. It can be efficiently computed
exploiting the relationship with LP methods as

Rmvdr
M (ejω) = 1∑M

k=−M μ(k)e−jωk
(34)

where the parameters μ(k) are obtained by a simple non
iterative computation involving the LP coefficients [25] by
minimizing the prediction error variance Re, as

μ(k)=
{

1
Pe

∑M−k
i=0 (M+1−k−2i)aia∗

i+k k = 0 . . .M
μ∗(−k) k = −M. . . .−1

(35)

The MVDR method is analogous to the periodogram
whose estimate at any frequency can be interpreted as the

output of a band pass filter centered at that frequency.
The periodogram can hence be interpreted as a band of
band pass filters which are data and frequency indepen-
dent like most non-parametric methods. MVDR can also
be considered as a band of filters constrained to a set
of conditions. However this filter is both data and fre-
quency dependent. Its robustness as a recognition feature
has been verified in [26] in this context.

Dependence of theMVDRmethod onmodel order in the
context of whispered speech
Let us assume voiced speech signal to be perfectly har-
monic for a short duration. Here we are oversimplifying
the speech for analysis just at the harmonics [24]. The
harmonics can be modeled as

b(n) =
∫ L

k=1
ck cos(ω0kn + φk) (36)

where L is the number of harmonics. The pitch of such a
system can be clearly seen to be f0 = ω0

2π . The correlation
will hence be

ruu(m) =
L∑

k=1

|ck|2
4

cos(ω0km) (37)

The MVDR filter hl(n) designed for lth harmonic will
hence try to preserve the input power at that frequency
faithfully while trying to have minimum power at the
other harmonics.

PMV (ω0l) =
L∑

k=1
(|Hl(ejωk )|2 + |Hl(e−jωk )|2) |ck|

2

4
(38)

For MVDR filter at the frequency ωl;

PMV (ω0l) = |cl|2
4

+|Hl(e−jωl)|2 |cl|2
4

+
L∑

k=1,k �=l
(|Hl(ejωk )|2

+ |Hl(e−jωk )|2) |ck|
2

4
(39)

If the MVDR filter has M filter zeros and M > 2L − 1
then the MVDR has enough zeros to cancel all the other
input exponentials and can estimate the exact power at the
harmonic. Otherwise there will be a positive bias to the
spectral estimate. Hence spectral estimates are bound to
get better at every frequency with increase of model order.
This is in direct contrast to LP spectra where increase in
order leads tomore over-estimation at the harmonics [22].

Proposed LP-MVDR spectral ratio method for detection of
whispered speech
It is important to note thatMVDR spectrum is a smoother
spectrum when compared to the LP spectrum. This is on
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account of the fact that an MVDR spectrum at any fre-
quency can be represented as a harmonic average of the
LP spectra of a particular order [27].

1
PMV (ω)

=
p∑

k=0

1
PLP(k)(ω)

(40)

This averaging effect smooths out the spectrum at the
regions of sharp rise i.e. at the harmonics. Thus theMVDR
spectrum tends to have lower amplitude than that of cor-
responding LP spectra at the harmonics. Figure 4 shows
the various spectra for a short segment of neutral speech.
From the illustration in Figure 5, it is clear that a LP to
MVDR ratio spectrum can be used to identify the whis-
per segments in speech, since this ratio is expected to be
high where the speech signal has significant harmonics
in the higher frequency region than in the neutral speech
spectrum. In the context of whispered speech where the
harmonic shifts are prominent, this ratio is expected to
be high. Also the ratio is expected to be robust to wide
band noise because the LP spectrum of high order can still
model the spectrum and the averaging effect of MVDR
will eliminate the effect of wide band noise when a spectral
ratio is taken. Formally the the LP-MVDR spectral ratio is
defined as

X(ω) = ˆPLP(ω)

PMV(ω)
=

(|E(ω)|2)
(∑M

k=−M μ(k)e−jωk
)

∣∣1 − ∑m
k=1 ake−jωk

∣∣2
(41)

The LP-MVDR ratio spectrum is computed on a short
time basis for each speech data window. The ratio spec-
trum is further smoothed and a threshold is decided
depending on the penalties fixed based on the false alarm
rate and detection failure rate. The whispered segments
can then be segmented from the normally phonated seg-
ments of speech. The salient steps used for whisper
detection using the LP-MVDR ratio spectrum is listed
below.

• Hamming Window the test speech waveform using a
frame size of 20ms and a frame overlap of 50%.

• Compute the MVDR coefficients using Equation (35),
for each frame.

• Compute the smooth MVDR Power spectrum for
sufficient number of frequency points (1024 in our
work).

• Compute the linear predictor coefficients for each
frame.

• Compute the LP power spectrum for the same
number of frequency points as used for computing
the MVDR power spectrum.

Figure 4 Diagram illustrating the various spectra for a short segment of neutral speech. FFT (black), MVDR (red) and LP (blue) spectra.
Overshoot by at the harmonics can be observed clearly.
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Figure 5 Diagram illustrating the various spectra for a short segment of whispered speech. FFT (black), MVDR (red) and LP (blue) spectra. No
clear harmonics can be observed an also the overshoots are not pronounced as in neutral speech.

• Compute the LP to MVDR ratio spectrum in each
frame.

• Calculate the maximum of ratio values in each frame
and using these values form a vector called maxratio.

• Scale maxratio by its maximum value.
• Select the threshold according the penalties required

for false alarm rate and detection failure rate.
• Segment whispered speech at boundaries of change.

The flow diagram illustrating the proposed sequence of
steps is given in Figure 6: A long segment of speech
containing both neutral and whispered segments is con-
sidered. The LP-MVDR ratio spectrum is computed for
such a speech segment. Figure 7 illustrates a smooth LP-
MVDRRatio spectrum for a speech signal containing both
neutral and whispered segments. From the LP-MVDR
ratio histograms of neutral speech and whispered speech,
shown in Figure 8, it is clear that the whispered segment
exhibits a higher value of spectral ratio than the neutral
segment.
However the proposed method is not able to detect the

exact points where the speaker shifts from normal speech
to whispered speech and vice versa. This can lead to seg-
mentation issues in the subsequent recognition process.
Hence there is a need to explore the possibility of fine tun-
ing the position where the speaker has shifted from one
mode of speech to another. Hence we propose to use the
BIC. This method is discussed in the subsequent section.

Refining the whisper segment boundaries using BIC
To overcome the segmentation issues in detecting neutral
to whisper or whisper to neutral change point, we apply
BIC on LP-MVDR ratio obtained for the speech signal.
The BIC is a model selection criteria that helps to max-
imize the model performance. Model selection includes
the best possible selection of variables to come up with
the best statistical model for given variable set. Issues like
over-fitting might eventually lead to less efficient mod-
els. Another criteria called Akaike information criteria is
also used but it imposes lower penalty increase of model
parameters and hence is not preferred [28]. Use of BIC as
listed in Equation (42), in speaker segmentation has been
extensively used in literature [29,30].

BIC = ln L − 1
2

· λ · k · ln(n) (42)

where L is the maximized value of likelihood function for
the estimated model, n is the number of data points, k
is the number of free parameters to be estimated and λ

is the penalty factor assumed 1 in our case. Given any
two estimated models, the model with the lower value of
BIC is preferred. Under the assumption that the model
errors are i.i.d and that the boundary condition indicat-
ing the derivative of the log likelihood in respect to the
true variance is equal to zero, the BIC criterion can be
rewritten as
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Figure 6 Block diagram showing the scheme for detection of whispered speech using proposed LP-MVDR technique. Overlap is ideally
taken as 50%.

BIC = n · ln(σ̂ 2
e ) + k · ln(n) (43)

Hence �BIC can be effectively used to find the change
in vocal effect. Given two audio segments, X = x1,
x2 . . . xnx and Y = y1, y2 . . . yny , the binary hypothesis test-
ing problem in this context of whisper detection can be
formulated as

H0 : x1, x2 . . . xnx , y1, y2 . . . yny ∼ N(μ,�)

H1 : x1, x2 . . . xnx ∼ N(μx,�x)
and y1, y2 . . . yny ∼ N(μy,�y)

(44)

H0 is the hypothesis that claims X and Y to belong to the
same multivariate Gaussian distribution while H1 claims

it to be derived from two distinct multivariate Gaussian
Distributions. Hence�BIC values can be computed as the
difference in the BIC values of H1 and H0.

�BIC = BIC(H0) − BIC(H1)
= ln(p(X|μx,�x)) + ln(p(Y |μy,�y))

− ln(p(Z|μ,�)) − 1
2

(
d + 1

2
d(d + 1)

)
ln(n)

= n
2
ln(|�|) − nx

2
ln(|�x|) − ny

2
ln(|�y|)

−1
2

(
d + 1

2
d(d + 1)

)
λln(n)

(45)

Figure 7 Plot of smoothened LP-MVDR Ratio spectrum (top) with the speech signal (bottom) containing both neutral and whispered
segments.Whispered segment exhibits a higher ratio value than the neutral segment.
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Figure 8 LP-MVDR ratio histograms for neutral speech (left) and whispered speech (right) of the same speaker speaking same sentence.

where d is the dimension of the feature vector, λ is the
penalty factor assumed 1 in our case. The larger the value
of �BIC, any two segments can be considered the most
dissimilar. For a single known change point detection the
boundary segments for imin < i < n− imin can be written
as

�BIC(i) = n
2
ln(|�|) − i

2
ln(|�xi |) − n − i

2
ln(|�yi |)

−1
2

(
d + 1

2
d(d + 1)

)
ln(n)

(46)

If �BIC(i) > 0, then the change is occurred and the point
where change is occurred is the time index which has
maximum value of�BIC, else no change point in the data.
It is to be noted that a minimum value of imin needs to be
ascertained for which the number of data points are insuf-
ficient to give a reliable estimate of BIC. Hence empirically
it is sufficient to keep imin to be 30–50 data points [31,32]
in the context of whisper detection, so we used a fixed
search window with initial length of 50 data points. From
Figure 9, it is clear that, if there is a change point then
�BIC(i) > 0.

Whispered speech recognition using LP-MVDR
spectral ratio method andMLLR
A general methodology followed in whispered speech
recognition systems is to segment speech at the whis-
per boundaries and subsequently use statistical models
like the hidden Markov model (HMM) to perform recog-
nition. A block diagram of proposed ASR system incor-
porating the speech mode changes between neutral and
whispered speech is illustrated in Figure 10. Developing
large databases for whispered speech is neither practical
nor cost-effective. Hence a system that can use a small

number of files to model transformations from one mode
to another is important. An attempt in this direction is
made in the form of application of existing maximum
likelihood linear regression (MLLR) adaptation which has
been primarily used to model the differences due to
changes in environment or non nativeness of speakers.
In the following section a brief description of the MLLR
adaptation technique is described.

Model adaptation using MLLR
Speaker adaptation methods aim to adapt data indepen-
dent statistical models to more specific models (for a par-
ticular speaker or environment) using only a small amount
of new adaptation data. MLLR is one such technique.
It estimates some linear transformations for groups of
model parameters to maximize the likelihood of adapta-
tion data. The linear transformations shift the component
means and alter the variances in the independent system
so that each state in the HMM system is more likely to
generate the adaptation data [33,34].

Methodology
A simple transformation method illustrated in Equations
(47) and (48), generally applies the transformation to
the mean with a fixed bias while keeping the covariance
matrix the same.

μ̂ = Aμ + b (47)

�̂ = � (48)
where A can either be a diagonal or a full transforma-
tion matrix. Other techniques modify both means and
variances using a bias and a transformation matrix. The
method proposed in this work uses a transformation
matrix that computes an adapted mean and is given by

μ̂ = Wξ (49)
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Figure 9 Plot of BIC value (bottom) with the speech signal (top) containing neutral and whisper speech. The BIC value is greater than zero in
sections that are probable vocal effect change points with the maxima being the detected change point.

whereW is the n× (n+ 1) transformation matrix and ξ is
the extended mean vector given by

ξ =[ 1 μ1 . . . μn]T (50)

Therefore

W =[bA] (51)

For linear normalization the transformed variance is of the
form [35]

�̂ = H�HT (52)

where H is the n × n transformation matrix. For mod-
eling the speech data according to the above described
procedure [36], HMM based normalization of means and

variances was used. in the succeeding section the results
of performance evaluation conducted on both detection
and recognition of whispered speech are discussed.

Performance evaluation: detection of whispered
speech
Two databases were used to analyze the performance of
the proposed spectral ratio method for whispered speech
detection namely, the CHAINS corpus and a whispered
speech corpus collected over the cell phone. In the sub-
sequent sections, the description of the databases used
and the experimental results on whisper detection using
ROC curves are described. The performance of the pro-
posed whisper detection algorithm is also presented as the
whisper diarization error rate.

Figure 10 Block diagram of proposed system for speech recognition incorporating the speech mode changes between neutral and
whispered speech.
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CHAINS database
CHAINS is a research project funded by Science Founda-
tion Ireland fromApril 2005 toMarch 2009 [37]. Its goal is
to advance the science of speaker identification by investi-
gating those characteristics of a persons speech that make
them unique. The corpus was recorded in the early phase
of the project. The corpus freely available to researchers,
both through its website and through the linguistic data
consortium. The corpus features approximately thirty six
speakers recorded under a variety of speaking conditions,
allowing comparison of the same speaker across different
well-defined speech styles. Speakers read a variety of texts
alone, in synchrony with a dialect-matched co-speaker, in
limitation of a dialect-matched co-speaker, in a whisper,
and at a fast rate. There is also an unscripted spontaneous
retelling of a read fable. The bulk of the speakers were
speakers of Eastern Hiberno-English.

Recording conditions
The solo recording session was carried out in a profes-
sional recording studio in December 2005 and speakers
were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth. The record-
ings in the released corpus were done using a Neumann
U87 condenser microphone. The whisper recording ses-
sion from March 2006 to May 2006 was carried out in
a quiet office environment, using an AKG C420 headset
condenser microphone. In solo reading the speakers were
asked to read a prepared text at a comfortable rate and
volume. In whisper recording, the speakers read all text
in a whisper. Any involuntary switch to modal voicing
was interpreted as a disfluency and led to a restart of the
phrase.

Text categories in the CHAINS corpus
The corpus texts can be divided into two categories. First
category contains famous fables recorded in continuous
speech. The second section contains short sentences. In
order to provide good phonetic coverage, there are thirty
three individual sentences wherein nine are selected from
the CSLU Speaker Identification corpus, and twenty four
from the TIMIT corpus.

Cellphone whispered speech data corpus
This corpus was developed at Indian Institute of Technol-
ogy Kanpur. The speakers were fluent in English with an
Indian accent living in on campus. The speakers belonged
to different parts of India and hence of varied Indian
accents. The data was recorded using cell phone calls
placed over an open source Asterisk server.

Hardware setup
The IVRS system was hosted on a Intel Orgi. G31
machine. The telephony card used was Sangoma’s A200/-
Remora FXO/FXS Analog AFT card. This card supports

up to 2.048Mbps of full duplex data through-put and up
to thirty voice calls over a E1 line. The files were recorded
in uncompressed wave file format. The sampling rate was
8 kHz with 16-bit values per sample. A single channel was
used for the recording. The encoding of data was in 16-bit
signed integer Pulse-code modulation (PCM).

Text categories in cellphonewhispered speech data corpus
The corpus texts are divided into two categories. The first
category contains recordings of the five TIMIT sentences
recorded in neutral and whispered modes. The sentences
spoken are listed in Table 1. Second category contains dig-
its from 0–9 spoken one at a time for both modes. A total
of seventy speakers performed the recording.

Experiments on detection of whispered speech
Whisper detection performance was evaluated using the
fables part of the CHAINS corpus and sentences section
of the cellphone whispered speech data corpus. One neu-
tral part and one whispered part (10 s each) of the same
speaker were concatenated at a fixed interval. Thirty such
concatenated sentences, fifteen from Cellphone Whis-
pered Speech Data Corpus and fifteen from CHAINS
database, were formed and detection was performed on
each. Scaled additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is
used to simulate the various signal to noise ratios (SNRs)
and the SNRs are calculated from the concatenated sen-
tence. To calculate SNRs we used the equation Sn[ n]=
Sc[ n]+αw[ n], where Sn[ n] is the noisy signal, Sc[ n] is the
clean signal, w[ n] is the AWGN noise and α is a variable.
By varying α we get different SNRs. Two performance
measures were used in the evaluation. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve which is a plot of true positive
rate (TPR) versus false positive rate (FPR) and the whisper
diarization error rate (WDER) were used herein. However
TPR is defined as

TPR = No. of correctly detected whisper segments
Total no. of whisper segments

(53)

while the FPR is defined as

FPR = No. of wrongly detected whisper segments
Total no. of neutral segments

(54)

Table 1 TIMIT sentences spoken in cellphone whispered
speech data corpus in neutral and whisperedmodes

S. no. TIMIT sentences

1. Don’t ask me to carry an oily rag like that

2. Call an ambulance for medical assistance

3. Special task forces rescue hostages from kidnappers

4. A boring novel is a superb sleeping pill

5. The sermon emphasized the need for affirmative action
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On the other hand WDER computes the diarization error
similar to that used in speaker diarization. A performance
index similar to the one in [20], is used in this work.
The possible errors in whisper detection are generally the
false alarm (FA) and the detection failure (DF). Hence the
WDER using the above sources of error can be defined as

WDER = C1·FA + C2·DF
Nf

(55)

where Nf denotes the total number of speech frames, and
C1 and C2 are the weights assigned to FA and DF respec-
tively, where FA = FPR and DF = 1 − TPR. Note that C1
and C2 are selected based on the penalties fixed for false
alarm rate and DF rate, respectively.

Experimental results on CHAINS database
The receiver operating curves (ROC) are computed for the
proposed and other conventional techniques like SFM and
Linear predictive residual spatial audio coding (LPRSAC)
under different SNRs. From Figure 11, we can see that
all the techniques perform reasonably well in the absence
of noise. LP to MVDR (LP-MVDR) technique performs
better than both the conventional techniques, SFM and
LPRSAC. The initial poor response of spectral flatness
can be attributed to presence of short pauses in the data
which show a high spectral flatness value. This can often
lead to their classification as whispered speech segments.
To calculate WDER, individual thresholds are set on each
method such that all the methods give equal TPR and the
FPR at this TPR is calculated from the ROC curve. WDER

is determined from the FPR and TPR. The WDER after
choosing appropriate thresholds is given in Table 2.
The results are indicative of a better performance by

LP-MVDR spectrum over other conventional techniques.
Without addition of noise, in Figure 11 we can see that
all the methods seem to perform well. At an SNR of 50dB
shown in Figure 12, the performance of all the techniques
worsens. The LPRSAC seems to fail at this noise with very
poor response. However LP-MVDR and spectral flatness
methods still perform reasonably well. At a lower SNR
of SNR = 45 dB, no change is observed in spectral flat-
ness spectrum as shown in the Figure 13. The LPRSAC
almost coincides with the reference line in an ROC curve
and hence gives completely random results. LP-MVDR
still performs reasonably well with a degradation as can
be observed from Figure 12. At a SNR of 35 dB, LPRSAC
completely fails and in fact shows an inverted characteris-
tic shown in Figure 14. The spectral flatness response still
remains consistent almost following a curve similar to that
for a SNR of 45 dB. However the LP-MVDR performance
is degraded severely for high TPRs and falls below spec-
tral flatness for these zones. This is probably due to the
presence of short pauses which were not removed in the
experiments.

Discussion
It was observed that while spectral flatness is very consis-
tent with its performance on addition of white Gaussian
noise, LP-MVDR almost always performs better. LPRSAC
performs poorly in comparison to either of these tech-
niques under noisy conditions. An initial dip in spectral

Figure 11 ROC curve for normal speech signal from CHAINS database containing whisper and neutral segments. Blue color indicates
LP-MVDR technique, Red indicates Spectral Flatness and Green LPRSAC.
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Table 2 WDER for different techniques at different SNRs
on CHAINS database

Condition LP-MVDR LPRSAC Spectral flatness

Normal 0.12 0.3 0.26

SNR = 50 dB 0.14 0.46 0.29

SNR = 45 dB 0.14 – 0.29

SNR = 35 dB 0.40 – 0.30

flatness is observed that can be explained by presence
of short pauses in speech waveform which is mostly the
background noise. Since spectral flatness will give a high
value for white noise because of its wide band flatness,
the segments are categorized as whispered although they
might have been parts of neutral speech. LP-MVDR shows
a sharp rise in TPR with little rise in FPR in all cases. This
is a desirable result and hence validates the efficacy of the
proposed method.

Experimental results on cellphone whispered speech data
corpus
Similar whisper detection experiments were conducted on
the cellphone whispered speech data corpus. The results
obtained are presented in this section. The LPRSAC per-
forms poorly for the cell phone corpus. This is probably
due to the effect of frequency cut off in telephones that
is usually a band pass filter with 300–3300Hz with cen-
ter frequency at around 1 kHz. This frequency range not
only affects the first harmonic adversely as it is around
400Hz but also cuts down a large portion of high fre-
quency component of noise that is a characteristic of
whispered speech. From Figure 15, it can be noted that

LPRSAC method fails even in clean conditions. The pro-
posed spectral ratio method performs poorly at high FPR
values. At a SNR of 50 dB as shown in Figure 16, the per-
formance of LP-MVDR improves. The spectral flatness
method also shows a steep rise just like in the case the
case of clean signal. At a lower SNR of 45 dB, the LP-
MVDR spectrumworsens a bit with TPR changing less for
a change in FPR. Spectral Flatness is still almost the same
with the same steep rise in TPR. At a SNR of 35 dB, the
LP-MVDR performance improves. This is probably due
to pronounced effect of noise on the whisper segments as
discussed before. The spectral flatness method also shows
a small improvement in performance (Figures 17 and 18).

Discussion
The results in Table 3, indicate an overall improvement in
WDER results is observed as the SNR is increased. This
trend is seen in both spectral flatness as well as LP-MVDR
ratio. In order to corroborate these results with the ROC,
it can be seen that the TPR rises rapidly with little increase
in FPR leading to a very low false alarm rate at a high
TPR. The results can also be alluded to the fact that the
detection methods were designed to detect the non har-
monic content in the signal. However it must be noted
that these results are for stationary noise. The analysis of
these methods in non stationary and non Gaussian type of
noise has not been studied in this work. Given the nature
of the proposed technique when compared to other con-
ventional techniques, the results are interesting since the
performance of the whisper detection improves in noise.
On the other hand the phonated parts of speech would be
effected in exactly the opposite manner.

Figure 12 ROC curve for speech signal with SNR= 50 dB from CHAINS database containing whisper and neutral segments. Blue color
indicates LP-MVDR technique, Red indicates Spectral Flatness and Green LPRSAC.
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Figure 13 ROC curve for speech signal with SNR= 45 dB from CHAINS database containing whisper and neutral segments. Blue color
indicates LP-MVDR technique, Red indicates Spectral Flatness and Green LPRSAC curve for speech signal with SNR = 45.

Performance evaluation: whispered speech
recognition
As discussed earlier in Section “Whispered speech recog-
nition using LP-MVDR spectral ratio method and MLLR”,
a whispered speech recognition system includes both seg-
menting the speech signal at the whisper boundaries
and subsequently use statistical models like the adapted
HMMs to perform automatic whispered speech recog-
nition. The purpose is also to use minimal changes in
the standard speech recognition engines to implement
a whispered speech recognition system. A block digram

illustrating the the process of whispered speech recogni-
tion is shown in Figure 19. The important blocks as illus-
trated in Figure 19 are the extraction of features from the
speech signal and the MLLR method of adapting neutral
speech models to whispered speech models. The adapta-
tion is carried out using MLLR and has been described in
Section “Whispered speech recognition using LP-MVDR
spectral ratio method and MLLR”. The features used in
this work are the Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCC). MFCCs are the most commonly used features
in speech recognition systems. This makes them the ideal

Figure 14 ROC curve for speech signal with SNR= 35 dB from CHAINS database containing whisper and neutral segments. Blue color
indicates LP-MVDR technique, red indicates spectral flatness and green LPRSAC.
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Figure 15 ROC curve for normal speech signal from cellphone whispered speech data corpus containing whisper and neutral segments.
Blue color indicates LP-MVDR technique, red indicates spectral flatness and green LPRSAC.

choice for investigating the feasibility of testing the effect
of MLLR on whisper recognition. The MFCC features are
calculated using the procedure given in [38].

Experiments on whispered speech recognition on the
cellphone whispered speech data corpus
Recognition was performed for digits comprising the cell-
phone whispered speech data corpus. HMM with five
states and three mixtures with no tied states were trained
for digits spoken in neutral speech in the first stage. Fifty
training files were used for each digit in the training pro-
cess. This HMM was then adapted to whispered speech
using MLLR adaptation as discussed earlier. Twenty five

whisper files per digit were used in the adaptation pro-
cess. Twenty one whisper files were used for each digit in
the digit recognition process. The experimental results for
the recognition scheme are shown in Figure 20, as listed
in Table 4. The recognition performance is computed as

Recognition = Number of correctly recognized digits
Total number of digits

× 100
(56)

The following test cases have been evaluated in
the experiments conducted on automatic whispered
speech recognition

Figure 16 ROC curve for speech signal with SNR=50 dB from cellphone whispered speech data corpus containing whisper and neutral
segments. Blue color indicates LP-MVDR technique, red indicates spectral flatness and green LPRSAC.
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Figure 17 ROC curve for speech signal with SNR=45 dB from cellphone whispered speech data corpus containing whisper and neutral
segments. Blue color indicates LP-MVDR technique, red indicates spectral flatness and green LPRSAC.

• Case 1: Neutral speech recognition with same train
and test data

• Case 2: Neutral speech recognition with different
train and test data

• Case 3:Whispered speech recognition using neutral
speech models

• Case 4: Neutral speech recognition using neutral
speech models adapted to whispered speech data (on
similar train and test data)

• Case 5: Neutral speech recognition using neutral
speech models adapted to whispered speech data (on
dissimilar train and test data)

• Case 6:Whispered speech recognition using neutral
speech models adapted to whispered speech data (on
whisper adaptation data)

• Case 7:Whispered speech recognition using neutral
speech models adapted to whispered speech data (on
whisper test data)

The baseline results in Table 4 show a poor perfor-
mance when neutral speech HMMs are used to recognize
whispered speech as expected. Models adapted on whis-
pered speech show an improvement of 12.73% over the
baseline. Also it is seen that the performance of adapted
models on neutral speech recognition is very poor. Hence

Figure 18 ROC curve for speech signal with SNR=35 dB from cellphone whispered speech data corpus containing whisper and neutral
segments. Blue color indicates LP-MVDR technique, red indicates spectral flatness and green LPRSAC.
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Table 3 Whisper diarisation error rates for different
techniques at different SNRs on cellphone whispered
speech data corpus

Condition LP-MVDR LPRSAC Spectral flatness

Normal 0.31 - 0.31

SNR = 50 0.30 - 0.27

SNR = 45 0.28 – 0.27

SNR = 35 0.21 – 0.24

treating adapted models as a unified model encompass-
ing both whisper and neutral speech elements may not be
reasonable as indicated by the experimental results.

Conclusions and future scope
The work presented herein proposes a parametric spectral
ratio method for whisper detection. Themethod performs
reasonably better than conventional methods used in
whisper detection both in terms of the ROC performance

and the WDER. The usefulness of this method in auto-
matic whispered speech recognition is also discussed in
a MLLR adaptation framework. However availability of
whispered speech data is an issue. It is also difficult to col-
lect whispered databases on a large scale without proper
supervision because of the human tendency to jump to
neutral speech in a natural environment. Since whispered
speech is characterized by noise and shift in formants to
higher frequencies, newer model adaptation techniques
can play a major role in this context. The work presented
herein has also led to the development of a new database
cellphone whispered speech data corpus which comprises
whisper data collected through an IVRS system over
standard mobile phones in an uncontrolled environment.
Implementing whisper detection systems in environments
like hospitals and prisons can address possible emergency
situations. This can also prove to be useful for people
with a collapsed larynx, or congenital diseases of the vocal
chords. Recognition of the other natural modes of speech

Figure 19 Block diagram showing the scheme followed for making of recognition models using hmm on cellphone whispered speech
data corpus.

Figure 20 Recognition results for neutral and adapted digit models over different sets of voice sample files. The adapted model shows
better whisper recognition results than the neutral model.
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Table 4 Results of % recognition for different cases by the
HMMmodels

Case Number of files % Recognition

Case 1 493 80.53

Case 2 200 63.00

Case 3 250 33.20

Case 4 493 58.42

Case 5 200 47.50

Case 6 250 50.40

Case 7 209 45.93

like shouted speech is currently being explored. The possi-
bility of utilizing the spectra derived for whisper detection
as features in the recognition process is being explored.
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